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o} ,other operating areas to the systefi, cotnpiter calculation of run tickets, rnaxirnunz machine preparation of
those reports now prepared manually,
and itnproved data transmission methods. ‘

The rrtanu~l allocation of oil and
gus production
to individual wells,
comparison of production and allowable, “maintenance oj well test record.v and other related reportng have
From the start, it has been planned
been converted toa eomputersystem.
to proceed “step-wise” in attaining a
ltt additiort toelimittating
rotttine and
complete
computer
production
aid
time-consuming rnartua lproductional‘ system. This approach appears to ofler
many advantages
in introducing
locations and reptwting, pilot testing
changes in methods and procedures,
of this system has resulted in more
a~ti indoctrinating field personnel to
accurate and more ti~nely, production
the computer systent.
data which should be more wveful to
all concerned.
,
Basic well p~~duction and battery
data are submi~tedby
the field gaugers, along with necessary control data
furnished by the production accounturtts to the dam~ processing section.
7’tlese data, which ark key-punched,
together with datamttintm”nedo nm asterwell and battery magwtic tape records, comprise Ihe inpitt to the IBM
1401 data processing equipment. Processhtg is done” at specified intervals
dliring the ?raont/a, Printed output,
,which includes individual well and
battery net production, comparison of
production and allowable,
and other
tabulated
production
da~ z are fur-”
nished to the proper personnel.
Results to date have been good and
the transition has been smooth. However, the regress made so far is only
the irdtia f phase of the overudl sys-:
tern. Computer ca[cidution of well-test
liquid and gds volumes from basic
ob~ervations made by the gquger, i.e.
gkage readings,, time, etc.; r@rt.?ment
of well test summaries; and further
reduction of manual preparation and
verification are immediate- objectives.
Future obje@es
include the addition”
OrI nal inanuscriDt teceived in”Sooiety of
Petro?&
em En neera ofb AuIt. S, 1968, Pa er
sentd at
e SPE Fall Meetingin New 8 rK%. Oct., 6-9,1968.
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Introduction
) Initial objectives of this project
were to converf the manual allocation
of pro~uction to wells, preparation of
the production w allowable report And
other associated reporting to a computer system using the IBM 1401 data
processing equipment. Successful conversion to a workable machine system
would provide more timely net production data and reduce routine and
time-consuming manual preparation.
These objectives represent only th~
initial phase of the complete system.
Many changes in methods and procedures, forms, data flow, etc. will
be necessary.
Therefore,
it was
planne# to proceed to put the complete system into use step by step.
This approach was felt to offer the
,best chance for over-all_success of the
total system (Fig. 1)..”
It was necessary that pilot testing
of the initial program be conducted
in a representative field or area. Sat-~
isfactory solution ef the initial objectives through a pilot program
would provide a sound basis for future additional work and for general
application.
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Computet Equipment
This system was designed for use
with the IBM 1401 data proeessifig
equipment. The speed of this equipment plus the abitity to handle both
p~ncht?d cards and magnetic tape
makes it ideal for this type of application, i.e., processing large volumes
of data. Equipment presently in use
includes the IBM 1401 Central Processing Unit, IBM 1402 Card ReadPunch, IBM 1403 ~Printer and four
IBM 7330 magnetic tape units.
All new” data is introduced by
punched cards, while all master records are maintained on magnetic tape.
No other input media have b~en used.
The IBM 1401 ,zequipment uses the
stored program concept to handle ,.
dafa. To date, 13 machine programs
are required to process data and give
the desired results.
Discussion
Pilot Field
The computer system is currently
being tested at the Lafourche Divisioq’s Bay Marchand field. This field
was chosen for pilot testing because it
was felt it was neither the most nor
the least ocnnplicated to account for,
The field has both inshore and offshore wells and presents a variety of.
problems in accounting for the production—a large number of stream$ (650);
gas wells, flowing and gas-lifting oil
wells, water injection wells; waterflood projecfs (6); joinW.-operated
wells; ‘commingled, leases; and metered
production. There are ot+y eight tank
batteries involved; however, dailyoperated oil production is upwards of
76,000””B/D,
Fieldwide pilot testing of thk system was started Feb. 1, 1963. (Fig.
2),
,
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number (basic identification code ),
lease name and well number, location
codes and the date. Here again, possible coding errors by the gauger ha ,“e
been eliminated and repetitious daily
information does not have to, be
copied.
‘

Input
Input data to this system ~is obtained from the gauger’s daily report,
and from other card-punching schedules prepared by the field production
accountants, These are submitted, as
necessary, to data processing for card
punching and subsequent introduction
to the computer system. (Fig. 2).
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output
To date, the output data from this
system includes the production vs allowable report; “a monthly well test
summary; a listing of oil, solution
gas, condensate, and gas well gas
production by wells and leases; well
locator cards; input cards for preparing the company “Summary of
Well Production” report; and an
estimate of oil to hold in the tanks at
month end to cover overproduction,
(Fig 2).
The productioti vs allowable, or
“over-under” report, is prepared at
specified intervals during the month
and at month end. It lists all wells,
compares the net production and allowable, and indicates the amount of
over or under production. Ako shown
are the date of last choke change,
number of tests taken for the month,
and the date and amount of the last
test.
Net production under the manual
system is ayailable only at month end,
which is too late insofar as accurately adjusting over or under ,produced
wells for that month, Whh the computer system, all .repo~ts reflect net
production compared to an allowable
automatically
adjusted
for
prior
cumulative overproduction, The advantage is obvious. No gross-to-net
corrwtions have to be made, net production is more current, and more
timely well adjustments cart be made.
The well test summary lists, by
wells, all test data and pertinent remarks rslative to production fluctttations andlor downtime. Some difllculty has been experienced in this report,
primarily in the timing and in the
“remarks” that were originally, noted
by the gauger. “It is hoped that this
trouble bas been eliminated. Test data
are arranged in the same sequence as
the Louisiana Conservation Depart‘merit’s “Monthly Well Potential Report” which is filed hi-monthly for_
allowable pttkposes. This should faciIitiate preparation. of this report hy
the production engineers.
The listing of net oil, solution gas,
condensate, and gas-well gas, by wells
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The gauger’s daily report, in order
to be used as an input form to the
system for direct card-punching, required revision in order to satisfy both
operational
and machhre requirements. However, this has resulted in
eliminatimz manv nossible errors since
the basic ‘well da{a does not have to .
be transcribed to another punching
schedule. This report form is now
pre-printed by data processing prior
to distribution to the field. Pre-printed”
data includes company well serial

The other punching
schedules,
which were designed for this system,
are prepared. by the production accountants and, as necessary, with the
assistance of the production engineers. One form is used in setting up
this system in any new field or area.
It contains essential basic well information and is .rsreuared ODIYonce for
each well. ~The other two schedules
pertain to wells and batteries, respectively. Entry of new wells or recompletions and control codes, corrections
of well production and allowable
data, and when necessary, changing

a well from one battery to another
are accomplished on one schedule.
The battery schedule is used to set
up new batteries and. furnished current battery production data and/or
corrections.
All input forms have been designed
to be as simple, as possible, Also, by
combining data on the forms, the
number of punching schedules that
must be prepared and handled has
been kept to a minimum.
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presents all data totaled by sand,
lease, organization unit and. by battery. Nso totaled. are the number of
producing streams. This was done to
facilitate ~preparation of many federal, state and company reports. At
this time it is not economical for datrt
processing to prepare these reports
since there are so few final copies for
thk single area and since it involves
purchase and stocking of special
forms adaptable to the IBM 1403
printer.

Solution gas allocation is also accomplished
through the computer
system. During this, and other processing, input cards’ for preparation of
the company ‘$ummarY Qf well production” report are obtained. These
data, heretofore,
have been keypunched from a production accounting schedule. TMs schedule should
eventually be eliminated.
Well locator cards simply contain
a)l description information and codes
pertaining to each well. Each time a
correction is entered, a new card is
written. Thus, a current file of all
basic well ir,formation is available at
all times,
To date, no special forms are required as all output ,is printed on
stock paper. Eventually, with machine
preparation of final reports directly
(federal, state, company) . this wi,ll
be necessary,
,
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General Procedure
On the pre-printed and predated
daily gauge report, all basic well information, including well test data and
any remarks pertinent to production
fluctuations or downtime, is en~ered
by the gauger. No tank gauges, sales
etc. are reported since all storage and
runs to pipelines are handled from
one terminal. These data are submitted separately. (Fig. 2) .“ /
The daily gauge reports are received in tlie area office during the
day after ‘*gaug&off” time at 7:00
a.m...Op$rMng personnel at: Bay Marchand f&l it necessary in order to
properly operate their business, to
retain the reporta for a day in order
that all foremen have a chance to
examine them. Whiie this is a delay,

the field production accountants. Aft-.
er the new allowable are igdicated
on the cards by the field, they are:
returned to data processing; allowable are punched in the same card,
and the data is entered during the
first weekly processing.
Results
Results to date have been good and
the system so far has been well received. Pilot testing has resulted in
more accurate and more timely production data in addition to”.eliminating routine atid time-consuming producton allocations and reporting. The
fine cooperation of the operating personnel has contributed much to this
success.
,
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The’ estimate, by leases, of the
amount of oil to hold at month end
to cover overproduction is obtained
by protecting the last test “and allowable, adjusting for current over or
under production and correcting by
the most recent allocation factor. In
critical situations, this listing s,houd
aid in the prevention of inadvertently
running “hot oil,”

it also helps to insure that all well and
test data have been entered.
Reports are received in the division
office the next day. AU well tests are
calculated and/or ?erified by the production accountants. All remarks are
checked and condensed, if possible.
Gas charts from the well tests are
read, and t~st gas volumes calculated
and entered on the gauge report.
Upon completion, this report is
mailed to the data processing section
for key-punching and subsequent processing.
For the Bay”Marchand field, allocation of production to wells and preparation of the production +s allowabIe report is done wceldy. Thus, on
each “cut-off’ day, the production accountants must also submit a weekly
total of oil runs and oil inventories
plus all necessary (well or battery corrections. Since all storage and srdes
are handled from one terminal, there
are only some eight run tickets per
day. Therefore, computer calculation
of gross-to-net oil runs is not economical at this time. Net runs, closing ir~entory and all other well and
batter~ adjustments and corrections
are submitted on the appropriate
f’
punching schedule.

r-’f

The progress made so far represents only the initial phase in developing the complete computer production
aid system. Immediate objectives, or
the second phase, of the system are
presently in the process of being set
up for pilot testing (Fig. 3). These include the computer calculation of
welhtest liquid and gas vohtmes from
basic observations made by the gaug~
er, i.$, opening and closing gauge or
meter readings, time on and off, etc., ‘
and further refinement of the well
test summary. This wilI necessitate redesign of the gauger’s daily report so
basic observations and pertinent remarks can be key-punched directly.
However, this will allow direct eqtry
of test data into’ the system w;rhout
veritlcatigr! or calculation. by t~~epro- ‘
duction accountants. Manual preparation will be further reduced, and “it
shoufd speed up the flow of, input
,,
data,

AII data rec~ived in data processing are key-punched for immediate or
future processing. Weekly processing
includes the calculation of net production, allocation of production to
wells based on well tests, and preparation of the production vs aIIowable
report. The finished report, listing all
wells by appropriate gauger groupings,
is mailed back to the field, It is received the next day, in time for crew
change, which is also done “weekly,As
of now, each weekly report is reThorough pilot testing of the ditlerceived by the field on Wednesday
ent phases will provide the basis for
and covers the period up to 7:00 a.m.
future work and the general applicaof the previous Sunday morning. This
tion of the system.’
is still one to two days ahead of the
rn.nual preparation and reflects net
Future Objectives
instead ~f gross production.
At least four days before month
Future objectives already. planned “
end, the listing of the estimate, by
for introduction at the proper time
leases, of the volume Of oil to hold at
include the computer calculation of
month end to cover overproduction
run tickets, maximum machine preis furnished to the field.
; paration of production reports now
prepared manually, improved data
Month-erid processing includes the
transmission methods and expansion
well test summary; listing of oil, soluof the system to include other operat-’
tion gas, condensate, gas well gas and
ing areas.
producing streams; and solution gas
allocation, All reports are furnished
Some preliminary, work has already
,,
to the proper- personnel. Month-end
I
been done on the calculation of run
“ processing also ‘fumdshes input cards ‘!tidkets by computer: Presently, it can-’
for the company “Summary of Well
not’ be justified because ‘of the small
Production” report,
number being liandled by the pilot
.
test field, Although. testing is planned,
I
Every other month end, prethis wilI probabIy not be> comp~eted ‘
punched allowable cards are furnished
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requires changes in methods and procedures. The introduction of only a
few changes at one time results in
a minimum of disruption, yet pLovides’ a good basis for the next few
changes that have to be made. Operating personnel are thus properly
indoctrinated to the, new system, and
maximum over-all benefits are obtained.
Our operating ,personnel apprecitite
this type of approach as evidenced’
by their excellent cooperation.
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Fig. 3--Schematic diagram of second phase of computer system—computer
calculation and direct entry of well.test data.
‘
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until other operating areas are included in the system,
Many final company, state and
federal reports wiJl be’ prepared as
the system is refined and expanded.
Some of the necessary data are now
available. However, since it involves
purchase and stocking of special
“printer”. forms, it has been decided
to wait until at least one more “area
is included-in the ~ystem before proceeding along this hne.
At present, most’ of the data ‘flow
is-handled by ‘U; ‘S.- “m-ail’arid the
company aircraft, Some areas, because of their location, ‘ will undoubtedly require some type of remote automatic tr~nsmission equip-

.
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ment. However, cost appears to be
the determining factor here.
It is not planned to include any
additional operating areas until the
basic system and refinements have
been thoroughly tested.
ConcIst&ons
From the begiming, it was planned
to proceed step by step towards attaining a complete computer production aid system. Accomplishments
have been significant so faG however,
there is stifi-much to be done-This
“appFoach’is”felt to bent% best-arid, as
such, stands the best chance for overall succew.
Natur$ly$ any new system, and
particttf~rly a new computer system, ~
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